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Keep Your Panels Sparkling Clean This Summer: Do
Solar Panels Need Cleaning and How to Do It Right
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With summer in full swing, homeowners have a stellar opportunity to switch to clean and
renewable energy. Solar panels can significantly reduce energy bills while shrinking one's
carbon footprint. To ensure continued efficient operation, regular maintenance, including
proper cleaning, is essential.

This blog post explores the importance of clean solar panels and offers expert tips on
maintaining a sparkling shine all summer long. 

The Importance of Solar Panel Maintenance

Are Dirty Panels Stealing Your Energy?

Solar panels function by capturing sunlight and converting it to power. But, dust, dirt,
pollen, bird droppings, and debris can accumulate on their surface, reducing efficiency.
Proper maintenance is vital to maximizing their energy output, as dirty panels capture
less sunlight and produce less power. Frequent upkeep of solar panels provides benefits
such as environmental sustainability, energy conservation, and long-term effectiveness.
As a result, incorporating regular cleaning practices into your maintenance plan is
essential to keep your solar panels performing at their best.

The Cleaning Schedule: Keep Your Efficiency at Its Peak
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Regular maintenance is crucial to ensure that your solar panels perform at their best. This
simple step ensures long-term reliability and maximum energy efficiency, preserving both
the lifespan of your panels and your investment. Various factors determine the cleaning
frequency, such as your home's location, the presence of dust in the area, and the angle
of the panels. Usually, cleaning them once or twice annually should suffice. However, if
you reside in dusty environments or near construction sites, a higher frequency may be
necessary. Similarly, homes located in regions with elevated pollen levels or bird activity
may require more frequent cleaning.

Step-by-Step: The Path to Solar Panel Sparkle

Safety first: Always prioritize safety when cleaning your solar panels. Disconnect the
system from the main power source to avoid electric shock, and never climb on the roof
without proper safety equipment.

Check your solar panel manufacturer's guidelines: Some manufacturers provide
specific cleaning instructions and solutions that can be used on their panels. Be sure to
follow these guidelines to avoid damaging your panels.

A calm, overcast day is the ideal time to clean your panels. This will prevent any cleaning
solution residue from being left behind due to rapid evaporation. To maintain optimal
efficiency and produce maximum energy, it is imperative to keep your solar panels clean.

For smoother cleaning, use a soft-bristle brush to get rid of dirt and debris from the
panels. To prevent damage, make sure to clean the panels with a solution of mild soap
and water.

Rinse thoroughly: After cleaning the panels, it's important to rinse them thoroughly with
a hose to remove all soap residue. This will prevent unsightly streaks, resulting in a
sparkling surface that looks fantastic.

Dry the panels: To achieve a polished appearance, utilize a squeegee or soft cloth to
wipe away any water spots or streaks from the panels. Remember to exert minimal
pressure to prevent surface scratches, then gently dry the panels.

Inspect your panels: Once you have finished cleaning and drying, spare a moment to
carefully examine your panels for any wear and tear. Regular inspections can help you
identify potential issues early and ensure your panels remain in optimal condition.

Protecting Your Solar Investment

To keep your solar panels working at maximum efficiency, regular cleaning is crucial. The
installation process may be costly, but it's a smart investment that can give long-term
savings if you maintain and preserve the panels effectively. With the cleaning tips that we
outline in this blog post, your solar panels will gleam throughout the summer and
generate cleaner, renewable energy for many years to come.
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If you're uncertain about cleaning your panels or need guidance on the proper
technique, reach out to Solarise Solar at (719) 315-3034 for expert advice.

Maximize the efficiency of your solar panel system with the help of our experienced team.

Let us take care of maintaining your panels, starting with a thorough cleaning scheduled
at your convenience. Rest easy knowing that your panels are free of dirt and grime,
shining under the summer sun. Contact us today!
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